Guidelines for Master of Management Studies (MMS)
Admission through Institute Level Seats
Academic year (2015-2017)

1. Candidates of LMQ (Tamil minority) / ILS are required to pay the fees and complete the admission formalities on or before 8th June 2015. The selected candidate may pay the fees between 10.00 am to 2.00 pm on Monday to Friday and on Saturday 10.00 to 12.00 noon.

2. Candidates graduated from University of Mumbai are required to pay fees by way of two Demand drafts in favour of ‘SIES College of Management Studies’ Payable at Mumbai, one DD for Interim fees Rs. 1,94,250/- and * other fees DD for Rs. 9245/-.

3. Candidates graduated from other than Mumbai University but within Maharashtra State are required to pay fees by way of two Demand drafts in favour of ‘SIES College of Management Studies’ Payable at Mumbai, one DD for Interim fees Rs. 1,94,250/- and * other fees DD for Rs. 9685/-.

4. Candidates graduated from other than University of Mumbai but outside Maharashtra State are required to pay fees by way of two Demand drafts in favour of ‘SIES College of Management Studies’ Payable at Mumbai, one Interim fees Rs. 1,94,250/- and * other fees DD for Rs. 9785/-.

5. Candidates are required to submit the documents listed below as well as those mentioned in the D.T.E. brochure.

6. The admission is provisional and is subject to the final approval of JT DTE/DTE/University of Mumbai/Pravesh Niyagan Samiti.

   *Other fees: These are provisional as per last year and are subject to upward revision.

The admission is subject to the decision in writ petition no. 4763 of 2015 in the Bombay High Court.

Fee given above is based on the Interim fee declared by Shikshan Shulka Samiti and subject to revision as per Shikshan Shulka Samiti and / or other competent authorities and the student will have to pay the difference (if any) as decided by them.
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List of documents to be submitted : - (Original and 3 Attested photocopies)

1. SSC Marksheet and Passing Certificate
2. HSC Marksheet and Passing Certificate
3. Degree Marksheet and Passing Certificate (All years/Semesters mark sheets are required in case of other than Mumbai University).
4. MAH-MBA/MMS-CET 2014 Admit Card and Score Card
5. ARC verification Report
6. Affidavit for declaration of Tamil Mother Tongue (Rs. 100/- Stamp paper (Notarized))
7. Domicile certificate (as per DTE latest norms)
8. GAP Certificate (Rs. 100/- Stamp paper (Notarized)) Those who have passed degree before 2015
9. Nationality Proof - (Domicile / Leaving certificate /Transference certificate)
11. Migration Certificate (Other than University of Mumbai Candidates)
12. Provisional Statement of Eligibility from University of Mumbai, Kalina – those students who have graduated from other than University of Mumbai.(form can collect it from office at the time of admission)
13. Copy of Aadhar Card.